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From the President’s Desk

POSITIVE AGING
– TAKE THE TIME!

Volunteers, the Board and staff at SSM have worked on a comprehensive
research project that draws attention to the need for a comprehensive plan
that responds to the needs of older adults in Saskatchewan. Time and effort
was undertaken on behalf of our 100,000 member voices and the 177,000
older adults that have chosen to live and contribute to the success of our
province.

...make
time to
vote to
influence
the
decision
across the
province
at the
October
election.

We are a large block of older adults, showing our continued commitment to
the province through up to $1 billion annually in economic value, and will
make time to vote to influence the decision across the province at the October election.
Now is the time for our community leaders, government officials, MLAs and
party candidates to demonstrate understanding, commitment and action to
move the various suggestions and ideas forward into policy platforms and
concrete initiatives.
We are asking you to take some time to become more acquainted with the
issues discussed in this pre-election issue, so you are equipped to engage
with other community leaders and candidates. While there may not be the
traditional campaigning, there will be phone conversations, social media
postings, surveys, letter writing and other ways to reach out and make your
views known.
With the pandemic, we often hear that time has slowed down, people have
new family memories, have read a book or taken up a new activity to replace the bustle of the recent past. We are asking that you keep a small part
of your new found time to support SSM as we continue to press for greater
attention to the needs of older adults.

Saskatchewan needs a plan; the time is now!
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Decision Making in Pandemic Times
DECISION-FATIGUE is a new buzzword in pandemic conversations. We are weary of deciding how
we will be safe while staying connected with families including school-age grandchildren, and our
friends and our communities. Even though we may be weary, we still need to make decisions that
enable us to participate and contribute in our communities.
Here are some FACTS we have come to know:
•

COVID-19 is real and we don’t know how it will play out. We need to learn how we will stay safe
while continuing to live our lives with some normalcy.

•

Social isolation including not being able to see in person our loved ones and our community
groups takes a significant toll on our emotional and mental health.

•

The following actions increase our chances of staying healthy:
► avoid crowded places with large numbers of people
► avoid close-contact where we cannot keep 6 feet apart
from others
► avoid closed spaces with poor ventilation
► wear masks properly
► wash our hands and do not touch our faces
► stay home if we are unwell

•

People have different opinions about how to deal with the
threat of the virus. For everyone who is questioning the
suggested protocols of health officials, there is someone
else who is fearful for a vulnerable family member.

•

People may believe it’s a personal choice to risk their own life
and health, but they are also risking the health and well-being
of the whole community.

•

Others (including those we live with) may choose to take a
different level of risk in social settings than we do. These differences can cause tensions among families, neighbours, friends, and in our community groups.

Here are Age-Friendly QUESTIONS to ask as we make decisions and continue to move through the
pandemic.
•

Who is the most vulnerable person among us? (to contract COVID or to become socially
isolated). How do we behave so that person stays healthy and socially connected?

•

What do I need to do to stay safe as I shop or go to a gathering, knowing that others may feel
differently than I do about physical distancing or masks?

•

By the time next Sunday rolls around (the start of a new week), what will I wish I had done to
stay safe and socially connected? How will I do that this week? Do I need to talk with someone
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about my needs for safety before I meet them in person?
How will I show respect for their beliefs if our choices are
different? How will I respect my own beliefs if those I
gather with feel differently?
•

A question for your next phone call with friends: “What
are you doing to stay safe?” Then follow-up with “What
is the hardest public health measure to follow?” thus
deepening your connection with that person. Offer ideas
and support to each other about how to make measures
easier to follow.

•

How do I respond compassionately when someone I
care about feels differently than me about what ‘reopening’
looks like? How do I focus on listening to understand while
also expressing my own feelings?

•

After we have been out of our homes into our communities, we might ask ourselves: Did I feel
safe? Did I compromise myself or someone else? Did we connect socially the way I hoped
we could? What would I do the same or differently another time? Do I need to call anyone to
follow-up on a possible misunderstanding between us about what it means to stay safe and
connected?

As we enter Fall as seasoned pandemic survivors deciding how to stay safe and socially connected,
let’s continue to remember the words:
Be kind. Be safe. Be calm. - Dr Bonnie Henry, Provincial Health Officer, BC.
And a new phrase: Be connected.
				
			

- by Catherine Barnsley
Age-Friendly Communities Staff

1 & 2 BEDROOM SUITES
MATURE BUILDINGS
PROFESSINALLY
MAINTAINED

rentals@chliving.ca
306-535-7700
LOCATIONS IN DOWNTOWN & SOUTH REGINA
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FIND JOY AND PEACE IN YOUR RETIREMENT
& IN YOUR GOLDEN YEARS.
We are a team of dedicated professionals available
to serve you in your efforts to fulfill your desires.
All inclusive supportive living home/personal
care home providing Level I, II & III care
FOUR SEASONS CARE HOME
4121 QUEEN STREET, REGINA
306.586.8888 or 306.596.1862

WE’RE HERE
WHEN YOU NEED US
We’re just a phone call away

Riverbend Crossing
306-347-7773

West Park Crossing
306-694-4744

Stonebridge Crossing
306-974-7990

Yorkton Crossing
306-782-0005

@espritlifestyle
www.espritlifestyle.com
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TELL US
WHY YOUR
PHARMACIST IS
OUTSTANDING!
The Pharmacy Association of Saskatchewan (PAS)
Patients’ Choice Award gives you the opportunity to
say Thank You to your pharmacist for outstanding care.
Contact PAS @ 306-359-7277 for more information
or go to skpharmacists.ca/patients/your-pharmacist/
patients-choice-award for online nominations.

Accessible and Affordable
Services for Older Adults
– an Investment, not a Cost

When communities attract and retain older residents in a diverse population mix, they gain the
economic benefits as well as the social strengths
of a mature population.
Older adults require accessible and affordable
housing and services plus an inclusive social
structure with strong community connections.
Without suitable housing and services for all,
municipalities risk losing the social backbone
of their communities, as well as the key financial resources that older residents’ control.

Practical support that
makes a difference can
include:
• Housekeeping
• Yard maintenance
• Minor home repairs
• Snow removal
• Grocery shopping
• Transportation to appointments or shopping
Who could deliver these services?
Programs could be developed to provide an
accessible pool of workers that older adults can
trust. Services would be provided by volunteers,
paid staff and contract staff. Costs could be subsidized according to income as are the costs of long
term care facilities.
Costs of programs providing non-medical services would be much lower for governments
and for older adults themselves. Most importantly, providing accessible, affordable services
means that older adults can have a choice of
where they live as they age.
•

A diverse population also helps municipalities
balance the demands for expensive services and
amenities aimed at younger residents.
In economic terms, municipal governments
that attract and support older residents in an
age-friendly community can realize a higher return
on their investments. Building a population with
a diverse age mix is an investment, not a cost.
(Adapted from the CMHC website)
Enabling older adults to live healthier and
longer in their own homes – a growing need.
To ensure that older adults continue to contribute
to our communities, they often need support to
live independently in their own homes, surrounded
by friends, family and neighbours.

•

Consider the current costs in Saskatchewan
for a variety of assisted living facilities ($2500
to $6000/month)
The costs for living in long term care facilities –
subsidized costs based on income range from
$1000 to $2700/month but the actual costs of
providing these residences are much, much
higher.

Reducing the number of seniors needing long
term care by months and/or years saves all
taxpayers money. Healthy living in home
communities has shown results in provinces and
countries that enable that aspect of positive aging.
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ASK AUNTIE AGEISM
Dear Auntie,
I am 65 years old so I figure I am officially a senior now. That doesn’t bother me
because my white hair and wrinkles probably let people know I am not a Gen X
guy!
I always loved the outdoors and have used Saskatchewan parks for years.
In July I went to a provincial park to camp for a few days and bought a park entry
pass for $75. I did look for what the fees would be but didn’t see anything special
for seniors. I want to support SK parks so I bought the season pass.
An hour later a friend joined me and asked if I got the senior rate for park entry,
which is FREE for daily or weekly use. I said that I hadn’t seen that option on any of the notices and the
woman at the counter didn’t mention it.
My friend was annoyed that I didn’t have a chance to choose so he went to the office and talked with
the woman. She did remember me buying the pass. She told my friend that she feels she has to be very
careful not to offer a seniors’ rate to anyone, just because she thinks they might qualify. She said she has
had bad experiences with people being very annoyed and indicating they don’t want to be seen as “old,
doddering seniors”.
That experience has made me more aware of how seniors are viewed. It also tells me that old people
can be rude and difficult.
While I am not sure whether I even care about “seniors’ rates”, I know that for many older people income
shrinks after retirement and even if it doesn’t shrink, the power of each dollar of an unchanging income
shrinks with inflation.
What do you think about these kinds of situations? Ageism seems to be a factor.
- Kurt
Dear Kurt,
I appreciate your description of the incident
and that you recognize that ageism is embedded in the problem. The basis for ageist understandings is that getting old is dreadful and no
one wants to be old. Many older people have
unconsciously embedded those understandings, and think and act out of them.
• If I don’t want to be thought of as old, I won’t
want to be identified as a senior!
• If I think that older people are to be pitied
rather than respected, I sure will try not to
acknowledge their age, making nonsensical
statements like, “You don’t look like you’re
65.” What does 65 look like?

On the practical side, if companies and agencies clearly advertise different rates, including
rates for people who are 55+ or 60+ or 65+, it
makes it easier for everyone.
My request to you, Kurt, if you feel that aging is
a natural process and that you enjoy this stage
of your life, please cheerfully and respectfully
communicate that point of view and begin to
help change ageist attitudes.
Thanks for the letter, Kurt, and best wishes for
continuing your active lifestyle that includes lots
of visits to Saskatchewan Parks.
- Auntie

Auntie Ageism highlights how anti-ageism critiques and challenges
the ageist attitudes that are prevalent but often unrecognized in our
society. Let’s ALL do our part to challenge ageism.
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fair
government
services

ASPEN BLUFFS VILLA
Looking for a Care Home for
Yourself or a Loved One?

MAKE US YOUR FIRST CHOICE!

QUALITY, CARING HOMELIKE ENVIRONMENT
ACCEPTING LEVELS 1-4, RESPITE & ASSISTED LIVING

* COUPLES WELCOME *

• FULL-TIME ON-SITE RN MANAGER • WE QUALIFY FOR THE PERSONAL CARE
HOME SUBSIDY • IN-HOUSE DOCTOR VISITS - 24 HOUR CARE & MEDICATION
ADMINISTRATION • 1 AND 2 BEDROOM SUITES AVAILABLE
• ACTIVITIES FOR EVERYONE • HOME COOKED MEALS/BAKING
• WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE TRANSPORTATION •

Having problems with a provincial, municipal or health
service in Saskatchewan? Maybe we can help.
If you have tried to resolve the issue, but think the result is unfair,
contact us. We may be able to help resolve the problem informally
or investigate and make recommendations when appropriate.
We are independent and impartial, and our services are free.

Located at 27 Alderwood Place
(corner of Allanbrooke & Queen)

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO
TOUR OUR HOME
CALL 306-783-VILLA (8452)

www.ombudsman.sk.ca
1-800-667-9787

www.aspenbluffsvilla.ca
aspenbluffvilla@sasktel.net
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Your hearing is
important.
Take care
of it.

With a wide range of hearing
technology from all the top
manufacturers, and affordable
monthly payment plans for every
budget, our experienced Hearing Care
Professionals can find an innovative
hearing solution that is right for you.
Book your FREE* hearing test with
Canada’s #1 physician referred
hearing healthcare provider today!

1.888.850.9979
connecthearing.ca
We’ve increased
the health and
safety protocols
in our clinics!

VAC, WCB, WSIB, WorkSafeBC, ADP & ODSP accepted.®CAA and CAA logo trademarks owned by, and use is authorized by, the Canadian Automobile Association. CAA
Rewards™ used by the Canadian Automobile Association. *Free hearing tests are only applicable for customers over 50 years of age. †Based on national physician referrals
over the tenure of the corporation’s Canadian business operations compared to the disclosed referral count of leading competitors. *Save up to 20% CAA offer is a tiered
rebate determined by which level of Sonova Hearing Technology purchased. Offer expires March 31, 2021. Private clients only. Cannot be combined with any other offer,
rebate or previous purchase and is non-redeemable for cash. Lyric, BAHA and Econo aids excluded. See clinic for details.
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CAA, AMA & BCAA members save up
to 20% on hearing technology.*

Rewards
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Will the next Government of Saskatchewan
have the capacity to

TAKE ACTION

to implement Positive Aging?
A growing older adult population requires concerted and collaborative effort across communities, organizations, and all levels of government to devise innovative solutions and a comprehensive plan to ensure older adults’ quality of life.
Based on our research and consultation, SSM believes the foundation for a “made in Saskatchewan”
plan for positive aging needs to build on the advantages we have. Saskatchewan needs a policy level
strategic direction that is sustainable and affordable, a “made in Saskatchewan” strategy. There are
many initiatives already in existence that could be brought under the umbrella of a provincial strategy
to ensure better coordination and collaboration between individuals, community-based groups, and all
levels of government. The incorporation of insights from older adults, and the space for active participation in decision-making, represents a shift toward meaningful consultation and inclusion.
Capacity requires Government structure to address seniors’ issues at a provincial level.
The creation of a Minister Responsible for Seniors within the Saskatchewan Government is a step in
the right direction. However, it is only a beginning. Adequate human and financial resources need to
be provided to support addressing seniors’ issues at a provincial level.
SSM research indicated strong support for the appointment of a Seniors Advocate, independent of
government, with adequate staff and resources. A Seniors Advocate would be able to identify issues
and make recommendations to government.
Capacity includes a single point of entry and staff available to help in navigating the
information highway.
Older adults expressed high levels of frustration about not being able to locate the information they
need to make decisions. Navigating various websites and programs, and understanding complicated
forms were examples of the frustration being felt. A Seniors Advocate could also have the ability to
assist in directing older adults to needed information.

The leadership and
commitment of the
Government of
Saskatchewan is imperative
in developing a
Saskatchewan Strategy for
Positive Aging.
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YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM MAY SLOW DOWN BUT YOU DON’T HAVE TO.

FOR ADULTS 65+

Preventing the flu is your choice.
In a study of 31,000 people over 65 in the US and Canada,
FLUZONE® High-Dose was demonstrated to be

24% MORE EFFECTIVE
than our standard dose vaccine* in protecting seniors from the flu.
If you’re 65+, vaccination is one of the best ways
to protect yourself from the flu.
Ask your healthcare provider for the
FLUZONE® High-Dose flu shot and get protected now.

*Vs. standard dose FLUZONE® vaccine against laboratory-confirmed influenza caused by any viral type or subtype.

WWW.FLUZONE.CA

FLUZONE High-Dose is a vaccine used to prevent influenza in adults 65 years of age and older. Influenza (or flu) is an infection caused by the influenza virus. Annual vaccination using
the current vaccine is recommended for prevention against influenza as immunity declines in the year following vaccination. Persons with a history of severe allergic reaction to eggs
or egg products or any component of FLUZONE® High-Dose should not receive the vaccine. FLUZONE® High-Dose will only protect against the strains of influenza virus contained in
the vaccine or those that are closely related. FLUZONE® High-Dose will not protect against any other strains of influenza virus. FLUZONE® High-Dose is not indicated for the prevention
of hospitalization or death after the onset of disease. As with all vaccines, FLUZONE® High-Dose does not protect 100% of people immunized. Allergic reactions can occur. The most
common side effects are pain at the injection site and muscle ache. Contact your healthcare provider to see if this vaccine is right for you. For more information, visit www.sanofi.ca.
®

FLUZONE® is a trademark of Sanofi Pasteur. Sanofi Pasteur 1755 Steeles Avenue West, Toronto, Ontario M2R 3T4
© 2019 Sanofi Pasteur Limited. All rights reserved. DIN: 02445646 SPCA.FLHD.18.06.0031
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Accepting Misinformation
What Makes Us Vulnerable?

The term “fake news” has become commonplace. It is a very politically charged term usually applied to
information circulated that differs from the views of the writer or speaker. Even so, we know that actual
“fake news” is out there. How do we know what is actually fake?
All of us are vulnerable to accepting misinformation and disinformation.
Misinformation is false or inaccurate information that is shared regardless of intent to mislead.
Disinformation is shared deliberately to confuse the recipient and to encourage them to spread it
further.
That’s where you and I come in!
Most misinformation comes to us from social media, some print media and some television channels. That false information is shared widely by people who believe it. You may
hear it from friends and acquaintances.
We are vulnerable even if we don’t realize it!
We are particularly susceptible to false information coming to us if it reflects what
we already believe. We will click on those posts and take in their stories without
using our critical thinking capacity. We will ignore or assume that information
which doesn’t fit our current belief system is biased or untrue. We will reinforce
these beliefs with our friends who share the same opinions.
AND – we may broadcast misinformation! Pressing “share” on
Facebook without carefully considering the veracity of the post
can make you a broadcaster of misinformation at best and disinformation at worst.
Four ways to tell if something on line is true:
1. Use fact-checking tools – Snopes.com is often used. Other choices are:
►Canadafactcheck.org
►FactCheck.org Check this link for an example:
https://www.factcheck.org/2020/09/video-manipulated-to-show-biden-asleep/
►Hoaxeye.com – about hoaxes that use images
2. Find the source – Click on the link in a social media post to take you to the original story, so you can
see if it comes from a trusted source. To find out if a source is reliable, ask three questions:
►Do they really exist?
►Are they who they say they are?
►Are they trustworthy?
3. Verify the source – Check Google or Wikipedia to see if the source is real
and whether they have a good track record. Sometimes humour sites such as The Beaverton or The
Onion are quoted as though their news was real, rather than satire.
4. Check other sources – Do a search to see if other news outlets are reporting the same story
The Canadian website Media Smarts provided some of this information. https://mediasmarts.ca/
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Providing Real Choice
for Seniors as They Age
As COVID-19 hit older people throughout
the world with disproportionate consequences,
we were all left reaching for ways to protect our
elderly loved ones. The response in Saskatchewan care facilities was extreme and unprecedented – removing visits from families and confining
residents to their rooms.
Many are saying this is necessary to provide protection. But this isn’t true. As we can see
from the handling of this around the world, it’s
possible to provide a high quality of life for
seniors and allow them to choose their level of
risk.
As Atul Gawande wrote in his book Being
Mortal, “Our most cruel failure in how we treat the
sick and the aged is the failure to recognize that
they have priorities beyond merely being safe and
living longer.”
Australia is similar to Saskatchewan in its
very low number of COVID-19 cases per population, but their approach to senior care during this
pandemic was very different. In Australia, both
the government and the public emphasized the
importance of human connection for older
adults. The government warned care homes not
to lock down any further than the government recommendations said, with exceptions for highly infected areas. Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison said, “It's very important for the health of
the residents that they maintain contact with
their loved ones and other support people.”
Australia also showed that cutting off visits
and isolating seniors in care homes wasn’t necessary for stopping the spread. Instead, they mitigated the issues that can arise from visits. The country progressively increased the regulations around
care home visits from one visit per day, with no
more than two people at a time, to visitors needing to have had a flu vaccination to enter. The
care home provider Brightwater changed Mother’s
Day into “Mother’s Weekend” to stretch out the
number of people in the home at any one time.
New Zealand, a country also similar to
Saskatchewan with its low number of cases, gave
people over 70 the same extra freedoms as any14 - Gray Matters

one else under alert level 3. This kind of policy is
supported by the British Society of Gerontology,
which released a statement saying pandemic
policies should not be based around age. “Not
only do high risks exist across age groups, but
also many people in older age groups have no
underlying health conditions,” it states.
New Zealand’s Seniors Minister Tracey
Martin said, “Age is one determinant of risk,
but people over 70 are perfectly able to make
these judgments for themselves.” She emphasized that older adults must not be “prevented
from working or looking after themselves as anyone else would."
Giving more autonomy to seniors will be
a long term project for all of us, and one way
to ensure it is to keep aging populations out of
residential care. Countries like Denmark and The
Netherlands emphasize keeping seniors in their
own homes for as long as possible. Governments
fund home care support as an important part of
maintaining a high quality of life – but also saving
money. In Denmark it was more cost-effective
to provide home care than put people in nursing
homes, provided that home care was for less than
20 hours a week, according to Denmark’s Ministry
of Social Affairs. We could improve quality of life
for so many people, all while saving costs, if we
made home care a priority.
The pandemic has highlighted flaws in
senior care, but many issues existed before this
and will exist after, unless we follow positive
examples set around the world. Hopefully everyone is being careful as to how their actions put
others at risk – but when it comes to evaluating
the risks to ourselves, we should all have an
equal right to do so.

Questions for Candidates
These questions arise out of the research SSM conducted to identify the key
components needed in a comprehensive government strategy that would provide
direction for policy decisions affecting the growing older adult population.
Planning for Positive Aging
What is your party’s plan to support and enable positive aging for
older adults in Saskatchewan?
What will you do to stay connected to seniors in
your constituency?
How would your government ensure ongoing consultation with older adults and community leaders?
Building Capacity
How would you ensure that your government
has the capacity (staff and financial resources) to
provide policies and programs to enable positive
aging?
How would your government ensure formal structures are in place to support older adults and their
communities? Such structures might include:
• Minister for Seniors/Seniors Secretariat
• Independent Seniors Advocate
• Single entry point for information and
assistance

residential care facilities (long term care, personal
care homes, assisted living)?
How would you ensure these are maintained?
How would you include residents and families in
setting these standards?
How would you ensure that residential care
facilities respect that their facility is the residents’
home, and include them in decision making that
affects their lives?
Healthcare
How would your government ensure:
• Access to primary health care is
readily available to everyone?
• Timely access to specialists and procedures?
• All aspects of healthcare, including prescription
drugs, are affordable?
• That there are sufficient gerontology
specialists?
• Needs are taken seriously, no matter what the
person’s age?
Finances

Transportation
How would your government
provide access to affordable,
accessible transportation in both
urban and rural areas?
Housing and Available and Affordable Services
What will your government do to ensure access to
affordable services to address the needs of older
adults at various stages of aging?
Will your government expand homecare to include
such things as home and yard maintenance?
What housing options are needed so older adults
can have choices about where and how they live?
What will your government do to make assisted
living and personal care homes affordable?
What standards would your government set for

In what ways would your
government work to provide
an adequate and secure
income for older adults?
Community Involvement
In what ways might your government recognize and publicize the
ongoing contributions of older
adults to their communities and the province?
e.g. volunteering, caregiving, employment,
mentoring, taxpayers, consumers, etc.
What would your government do to ensure older
adults are safe and free from abuse in their homes
and community?
What would your government do to reduce
isolation of older adults?
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Elections During A Pandemic
One of Winnie the Pooh’s frequently used phrases is “Oh Bother!” This might be how many
of us are beginning to feel during the COVID 19 Pandemic. There’s just too much to deal
with and it’s starting to wear us out. It often feels like there’s too much to deal with:
• How do I wear a mask? When?
• My hands are sore from all the
washing and sanitizing
• Social distancing is hard
• I want to be with my family and
friends

•
•
•
•

I’m tired of everyone telling me what to do
I just want to feel good again
How will we get through flu season while still
dealing with COVID 19?
There’s so much information out there – how
do I know what to believe?

Many of us really are at the point of saying “Oh Bother! I’m not cut out for the marathon this pandemic
has turned into.” Or maybe we would use stronger language!
And just when we’re getting really weary of it all, along come provincial and municipal elections in
Saskatchewan. Not only do we have to prepare for them in the usual ways – being informed about
candidates’ viewpoints, using our best critical thinking skills to make good decisions, making sure we
know where and how to vote – but now we have to consider how to vote safely during a pandemic. It
can be tempting to just ignore it all because we are tired and frustrated.
However, participating in an election is one of the most important things we can do as concerned
members of our province and our communities. Older adults have always made up a high percentage of those who get out and vote. This year shouldn’t be any different.
We all need to be active participants in decision-making. Even in these unusual times, it is important to
find creative ways to engage in the election process. Prior to the election you might engage (in safe and
appropriate ways) in conversation about the issues:
• With others in your community
• With community leaders
• With provincial and municipal candidates
Ask questions, make your opinion known, and read up on the viewpoints of candidates and the platforms
of parties.
Make sure you check out all the details of how to vote well in advance of the election:
• Where to vote
• Safety practices during COVID 19
• How to vote – in person, by mail

Your vote counts! Make sure you vote!

WHAT CAN WE DO?

We have provided a letter on the following page that you can use to send to political
parties and/or candidates in the upcoming election. You can use it as a guideline
for writing your own letter, or cut it out and mail it directly. Don’t forget to include the
date, name of person you are sending it to, your name, and fill in the space in the
middle with your own thoughts, ideas, and concerns. Names and addresses of current MLAs can be found at https://www.legassembly.sk.ca/mlas/ and a list of candidates can be found at https://www.elections.sk.ca/
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Dear
I am writing about an important concern for me and for older adults in Saskatchewan.
Do you know that by 2038 between one in five and one in four Saskatchewan residents will be age 65
or older? I am one of Saskatchewan’s 185,000 citizens who are in that age group now. I am very concerned that the current and past governments have done very little planning for this important change
in our demographic make-up.
Since 2018 SSM, the Saskatchewan Seniors Mechanism, has undertaken research that identified the
key themes and issues of concern to older adults. These are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing capacity within Government for the development and implementation of a comprehensive seniors strategy
Improving transportation systems to ensure older adults can meet their basic needs and participate
in community life
Ensuring appropriate and affordable housing is available in their communities
Providing accessible and affordable services to enable older adults to stay in their homes as long
as they are able
Having access to primary health care and specialists as required
Having adequate income and affordable services
Feeling safe in one’s home and community and avoiding isolation

The Covid-19 Pandemic has revealed how fragile the systems to protect seniors are. The impacts for
older adults can be seen in all of these areas of concern and highlight the need for better planning for
this important segment of our society.
Particular concerns for me include:

While the appointment of a Minister Responsible for Seniors in 2019 is an important step towards
recognizing the concerns of this growing part of our population, I note that the Ministry is not actually
resourced as a department, being combined with the portfolio of Rural and Remote Health within the
Department of Health. We need more than a nominal commitment. We need a plan. If your party is
elected to form government, what will you do to increase resources for this important file and what
will you do to initiate a process to develop a Positive Aging Strategy for Saskatchewan in collaboration
with older adults, community leaders and experts?
Yours truly,
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My feelings about living with COVID-19

Tom, age 76, whose wife, Betty, lives
in a secure dementia unit. Tom says she
is given excellent care by staff.
“Conversation and communication are two radically different events; communication is more
than 90 percent non-verbal and when one is
wearing a mask and unable to touch, it is nigh
unto impossible.

Jean, age 80, lives with her dog in her
own house.
“I am so glad that the golf courses were allowed
to open. I play 3 times a week and we are all
careful to follow guidelines and play safely. It
means that my life hasn’t changed that much. I
can take the dog for walks and work in my yard.

“The last time my wife and I were able to properly communicate with each other was the
middle of March. Betty can only say four or five
words before becoming confused and retreating
into her own world. Our communication used to
be looking at photos on my phone and going for
walks.

“For several years, I cared for a good friend who
lived in long term care. There is a big difference
in the ways people are cared for in different
facilities. Now after hearing what happened in
Ontario and Quebec homes, I never want to
have to live in one. Saskatchewan homes have
similar problems but we were just lucky to have
less spread of the virus.

“Yesterday, August 20, I got to hold her hand
for the first time since March. She has lost the
understanding of how or why she might join in
that activity.”

“I could live in my house for a long time if I could
access a trusted pool of workers who could help
with cleaning and maintenance of house and
yard when I find it more difficult to do this work.”

Jill and Mary - Two neighbours, both aged 89
Jill thinks that all these health instructions are foolish. “There
is no COVID here in my town and besides I don’t have a
computer. I need to see my friends and family and go to my
groups.”
Mary scared herself when she felt she had too close a contact at a small outdoors group. She worries about the coming
fall and winter and plans to continue to stay home. Although
she has good computer skills, she is lonely for her friends
who gather inside and outside, with no physical distancing.
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DO
YOU
AGREE?
- John Knight

Positive Aging
Its been said that getting old is
not for the weak. As we age things do get
tougher for us. We tend to slow down, have
aches and pains that pull us down and some
of us end up with things that seriously
debilitate us. In a lot of cases society tends
to write us off.
We are a forgotten generation. You
forget us, business forgets us but worst of
all we forget ourselves. Just like they need
a plan to support the elderly, we need a plan
to support ourselves.
Lets start by looking at what business is doing. Chain store shopping areas
don’t put up signs or parking spaces that
allow the elderly to park closer to their
entrances. They do put up signs for young
people with children or families to park
closer which pushes the elderly or infirm to
park further away. Yes we have handicapped
parking but the greatest majority of us are
not handicapped. We are struggling with
being older and not walking like a 30 some
year old. I believe that once we become
older, we become a forgotten generation.
Most businesses don’t think about the
elderly. There are not a lot of chairs. This
pandemic has made it worse for us. I understand that we have to line up, but a lot
of the elderly cannot stand in lines for long
periods of time. There is just not a lot of
thought about the elderly in big business
and some small businesses and government.
Perhaps these organizations might consider
having elderly people to consult with, but
only if they are prepared to listen.
I believe that as seniors we have to
stay positive. We have a much harder road
to travel than when we were younger but
we do have a lot more experience and we

have the wisdom to know that life goes on and we are very valuable as people working in our communities. Someone said, “There is
an old man up there ahead of you that you ought to know. He looks
somewhat like you, talks like you, walks like you. He has your nose,
your eyes, your chin and whether he loves you or hates you, respects
you or despises you, whether he is angry or comfortable, whether he
is miserable or happy, depends on you. For you made Him. He is you
grown older.” We live forward and we understand backwards. We
need to speak out to those that do not seem to realize that we all age
and those that have aged are not a forgotten generation. There is an
old man or woman up there ahead of us that we ought to know. You
made him. He or she is you grown older.
We must remain positive and help people to understand our
importance!

ORAL HEALTH CARE FOR ALL

The College of Dentistry
Dental Education Clinic at the
University of Saskatchewan
is offering
Treatment of Fillings, Crowns,
Root Canals, Dentures and
Invisalign
by Dental Students At Reduced Costs
To schedule a free initial screening
appointment
or if you have questions,
please call the Dental Education Clinic at

306-966-5056

Student Dental Clinic | College of Dentistry
105 Wiggins Road | Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7N 5E4
T: 306-966-5056 | www.usask.ca/dentistry
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Stephen M Hordos, CAIB

REGINA BEACH

Steve J Hordos, CAIB, CCIB, CIP EMERALD PARK
Deb Ostapowich
WARMAN
Shane Horton
REGINA
Ph:

306-729-3522

Toll Free: 888-729-3522

Email:

seniors@hibi.ca

Web:

www.hibi.ca

Hordos Insurance Brokers Inc. (HiBi) is a Saskatchewan based Family owned independent insurance
brokerage. Steve Hordos, CAIB, CCIB, CIP heads up the team and is a seasoned veteran of the insurance
industry, licensed in 1983. The family business includes his Son, Stephen Hordos, CAIB, who joined him in
2009 when they opened HiBi. HiBi is a full-service independent insurance brokerage offering all lines of
insurance, including Snowbird, Travel, Annual Health Plans, and more. They are licensed in SK, AB & BC.
Seniors are a special class of clients, as Steve Sr had witnessed how various companies tried to rip off his
father in his later years. He vowed that he would never do business that way, to any of his
clients, especially Seniors. Their motto is to “do unto others, as you would have them do unto you.”
CHANCE TO WIN $ 50,000!
HiBi would like you to contact them for any insurance requirements you may have. Any quotes obtained
during their 10th Anniversary Celebrations will be entered into their draw for a chance to win $ 50,000!
RECEIVE FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR YOUR SENIORS GROUP!
Sign up for HiBi’s referral program for Seniors Groups and earn money for your group to use towards
anything your organization needs. Contact them today to get started.
PS: They are also happy to do presentations to your group on insurance that matters to Seniors.

Victoria Park offers THE BEST OPTION
for Personal Care Community!

Welcome to a community where caring
hearts and friendly smiles await you:

For more information and to schedule your visit, please call

306-522-4300
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Moses Kanhai,

Regina, 75 years old

On this day, 47 years ago, I rolled into Regina, SK from Sudbury, ON in a
1966 VW that looked like this, except banged up and dirty. It contained all
my belongings. This began my new life on the prairies and my new career
in corporate communications at SaskPower. It’s been quite a ride in so
many ways.
My senior years feel like the fulfillment of a life-long dream. Over the years,
there have been many things I wanted to do, and I couldn’t wait until retirement to do them. My greatest wish was to have time with my grandchildren
and to watch them develop. I couldn’t be happier with how they are engaged
educationally, physically and creatively. I have also wanted to spend time
with my wife, and we have enjoyed travelling around the world and still plan
to do more. Finally, I have wanted to give back to the community, especially
the faith community. I have been privileged to serve in my faith community
locally and nationally, the inter-faith community and educational institutions in
Regina and Saskatoon. I still feel there is so much to do and so little time.
Thank you to all who have been on this journey with me.

1

2

4

5

3
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Downsizing?
Let us help!

The Habitat Regina ReStore will pick
up the items you cannot take with you
to your new home, saving you the time
and hassle of selling it or taking it to the
landfill.
You will receive a tax receipt for the
value of your donation. Plus, your gift will
help build homes with families across
Southern Saskatchewan.

Call (306) 347-4656 or email
receiving@habitatregina.ca
for a list of accepted items
and to schedule your free
pickup.

Want to volunteer with Habitat for Humanity Regina?
We have opportunities available for seniors and offer a barrier-free experience.
Learn more at https://www.habitatregina.ca/volunteer or contact us at (306) 522-9707.
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Century Club Corner

Letter from
His Honour
the Honourable
Russ Mirasty
Lieutenant Governor

Hi everyone,
These are certainly strange times we are living in - how many people can say they have lived
through a global pandemic! As you know, it is very important that we follow public health guidelines,
but that doesn’t mean we have to stop living! Donna and I have filled our time with lots of walks and
runs outside, which our dog, Jasper, has really enjoyed. We have also stayed in touch with our
children and grandchildren through phone calls and online chats.
In the photograph we provided, you’ll see Donna and I wearing masks that were given to us from a
group of wonderful women who call themselves the Masked Mask Makers. This group of primarily
Indigenous seamstresses, originally from Northern Saskatchewan, has distributed nearly 5,000
masks for free across the province. We are fortunate to live in a place where tough times brings out
the best in people!
Thank you, all, for doing your part to help slow the spread of Covid-19. Donna and I look forward to a
time when we are able to gather once again, when we can host members of the Century Club for tea
at Government House. Please take care and stay well.

SASKATCHEWAN CENTURY CLUB
•

•

A province wide association of Seniors
who have reached
the age of 90 years
and beyond
And are determined
to live in as full and
active a style as

•

•

possible to the age
of 100 and beyond
Pursuing physical
activity, mental agility, social and spiritual creativity
There is no membership fee

You may join the Century
Club by calling:
Toll free 1-888-823-2211
or 359-9956 (Regina)
or send a note to:
SSM (112-2001 Cornwall St.
Regina, SK S4P 3X9
If you live in Saskatoon, please
call Saskatoon Council on Aging (306-652-2255) to register.
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SSAI WORKING
TOGETHER

Positive Aging. . . Stronger Together! . . P.A.S.T.?
What a 2020 experience for all of us . . the survivors! As summer comes, we are entering a
“re-opening” period. Yes, life is full of surprises,
but seniors can assure you that they have experienced dramatic changes in their lifetimes. The only
difference is that in this modern global community,
we can be affected by anything that occurs on this
planet.
As illustrated across Canada, we can be more
effective if we work together and show our appreciation of each other. Canada is an age-friendly
country as illustrated by the COVID-19 Stronger
Together response. All sectors of the population
play important roles in how our society addresses
challenges. Certainly, a new way of life is evolving
for everyone!
Going forward, we need to see what we have
learned from the PAST and implement best practises in our society going forward. There is no
doubt that we have not been very well prepared for
COVID-19. Seniors, who are the most vulnerable,
have paid the price on several fronts. The fatality
rate for seniors is over 80%. Many practises, put in
place, do not reflect a good, caring understanding
of being prepared for pandemics. Some examples
would include the level of care provided at nursing, senior care, and assisted living homes; the
reduced or deferred services at hospitals; and the
changes to the prescription process for meds –
monthly dispensation, and cost increases.
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Having had more personal time (not isolation!) I
have had an opportunity to see more movies and
read more books than previously. The one salient
topic that seems to arise is that of our Health Care
Officials and their degree (lack thereof) of preparation for this pandemic. The movies; Outbreak
(1995), Carriers (2009), Contagion (2011), Side
Effects (2013), Flu (2013) and the Canadian book
(Songs for the End of the World) authored in 2014
by Montreal author Saleema Nawaz all seemed to
have extensive knowledge and insight regarding
pandemics. Too bad that a lot of our leaders and
medical specialists didn’t consult with them.
The one obvious factor during this COVID-19
crisis was the lack of traffic on the highways.
While transportation and the economy slowed
down, prices (groceries) went up. In spite of having more available time, the politicians have not
really engaged in more meaningful communications with Seniors Groups in the province. Just
as the economy is becoming depressed, good
communications are also suffering a depression.
One-way communication over television is not the
only effective avenue going forward. To ensure
a positive strategy (including best practises) the
Going Forward Plan in the province needs to be
the result of collaborative planning with all sectors
of the population . . especially the seniors.
Submitted by Mike Kaminski,
VP SSAI

SSAI Newsletter
In October we go to the polls again to elect our
government officials. As seniors we have a good
reputation of getting out and voting for our choice
of candidates, those who represent what we
believe in. Whatever your politics may be, it is
your responsibility to make good decisions when
it comes to your ballot. As seniors we must all
remember what we have gained in Saskatchewan
through the work of those strong advocates who
have gone before us. We must remember how
good our health care system in Saskatchewan has
been because of those who fought hard to develop
what we have and have strived to maintain. Our
duty as seniors in this province and all members of

SSAI have the responsibility on our shoulders that
above all we must retain and defend our strong
health care system and endeavour to enhance
and improve upon it. Never mind looking at those
others out there who would change the rules and
dissect what we already achieved. If we don’t
stand up and defend what we have, we will lose it.
There are those people with programs being
developed that would take away what we now
have had for years. It is up to us as seniors to see
to it that our health care system is not allowed to
be eroded and eventually destroyed. That’s what
SSAI is all about!

submitted by Pat Trask,
Past President SSAI

Spotlight on Seniors ▬ Grace Strobel
I was born into a family
of six boys and two girls.
Rural life during the depression years was a challenge
and difficult, but it was my
parents’ determination and
hard work that helped us
to thrive. Our mixed farm
produced much of our own
food, including milk, meat,
eggs, and garden produce. I remember my father
taking a load of wheat to the mill in Saskatoon and
returning with enough flour to see us through until
the next harvest.
The town of Hepburn is where I attended school.
In summer we would walk the mile to school, and
in winter we used a horse and sleigh. My grade
9 year was brought to an abrupt halt when I was
diagnosed with tuberculosis. I spent an entire year
in the Sanatorium in Saskatoon, followed by
another year of convalescing at home; I was
blessed with a full recovery.
I have always treasured my faith and participated
in church programs and services. This led to my
decision to study at a Bible School for four years
to equip me for more effective service. After that I
entered Regina College for the senior matriculation course, which gave me my grade 12 standing.
The following year I attended Teacher’s College
in Saskatoon and then taught in Swift Current

for seven years. Marrying a farmer, Alfred Strobel, brought me to Waldheim and another year of
teaching. After our two daughters were of school
age, I did a lot of substitute teaching.
Along with church involvement, I have had the
privilege of volunteering in my community. I was
a leader on the Waldheim Housing Authority
Board for over 25 years. I also became involved
in leading a seniors’ community choir for 33 years.
We presented programs in many nursing homes,
seniors’ clubs and in some churches.
My connection with SSAI came quite unexpectedly when I was asked to emcee the District #6
Seniors’ Picnic, as the coordinator was in the
hospital. After the coordinator got better, he just
left everything in my hands. Thus was my introduction to the SSAI organization. I learned the
policies and activities of the organization by using
the handbook, attending meetings and the annual
convention. It has been a good and meaningful
journey and my life has been enriched because of
it. It is satisfying to see seniors working together. I
have enjoyed visiting the different clubs, and I feel
I have made many friends along the way. I hope
I have been an encouragement as well. SSAI has
a meaningful mandate and a vision to work for the
welfare of all seniors in Saskatchewan, so let’s
keep working together.
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HONORING SUSAN CONLY
Susan, a lifetime member of our club, celebrated her 100th birthday in December 2019. In early 2020 she received word that
she had been selected as a recipient of the 2019 Saskatchewan
Volunteer Medal.
Sue and her late husband Jim were among the original founding
members of our New Horizons club and she has been a consistently active and involved member of our club throughout the
years, still attending our functions as she is able.
I am quoting the tribute paid to her in the local Macklin Hometown
Connection as we believe it describes Positive Aging at its finest:
"Susan has given a life time of service supporting her community,
church and provincial projects. The collation of Macklin’s History
book, being the impetus behind the establishment of the Macklin
New Horizons Senior Centre and charting local area cemeteries
are a few of her many accomplishments. Susan has supported
literacy in her community by contributing a weekly column to her local newspaper for many, many
years (she retired in June of 2020), through her writings as a published author and by donating a
youth literacy scholarship. No project has ever been beyond the scope of her imagination and effort.
If Susan could dream a project she could, and still will, make it a REALITY."

MEMBERSHIP FEES
SSAI Membership fees for 2020 can be mailed to:
Shannon Wright, Secretary/Treasurer, Box 455 Vanscoy, SK S0L 3J0
anytime before March 31, 2021. Fees are $5/person.

SASKATCHEWAN SENIORS CELEBRATE CANADA
SSAI has secured limited funding from the Department of Canadian Heritage - Celebrate Canada
Program. We have decided to postpone our
proposed event to a date before March 31, 2021.
Event Proposal: The Canada Day celebration
event will be hosted by one of our rural seniors
clubs. The event will be free and open to the
general public. It will consist of local entertainment,
and a social gathering of community members.
Invitations will also be extended to neighboring
communities and to all of our SSAI members.
There will be a program of speakers (to bring
greetings, a territorial or land acknowledgement as
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an act of reconciliation, acknowledgement of both
official languages, recognition of funding/sponsors
for the event, and singing of our national anthem).
This event will be a celebration and an opportunity for people to show their pride in their Canadian
history, culture and achievements. No celebration
is complete without food, beverages, and cake!
If your seniors club is interested in planning,
promoting and hosting this Celebrate Canada event with SSAI, please contact Shannon
Wright, Secretary/Treasurer for more information. Phone:306-493-3023
Email: info@saskseniors.com
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SUBSCRIBE TO OUR EMAIL LIST
If you would like to receive emails from SSAI, send us an email at info@saskseniors.com with your
request to SUBSCRIBE. You will receive emails regarding upcoming SSAI events, as well as forwarded
information pertinent to Saskatchewan Seniors.
SSAI News/Updates – visit our website: saskseniors.com
SSAI held a public teleconference on Thursday, August 6th to discuss matters pertaining to seniors.
SSAI Board of Directors met by teleconference on Aug 13th to appoint Barb Johnson and Nicoline
Warnock as co-chairs effective immediately to take on the leadership role that would have been provided
by the president. The board will meet again in person on September 25, 2020.
Public health orders remain in effect and measures to stop the spread of COVID-19. For the current
restrictions and guidelines, please visit/consult the Government of Saskatchewan website:
www.saskatchewan.ca

SSAI SENIORS’ HEALTH ISSUES PLAN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Public Health Services
Access and Affordability of Health Services
Pharmacare
Long Term Care
Housing
Transportation
Financial Viability

PROVINCIAL ELECTION OCTOBER 2020

Saskatchewan Seniors
Association Inc. Newsletter
Please send all your news and comments to:
Mike Kaminski, 136-2nd Ave. W., Invermay, SK S0A 1M0
Email aelkam@sasktel.net
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Saskatchewan’s provincial
election is October 26!
Voting safely is our priority.
We’re making polls safer this election:

You have three ways to vote:

We strongly recommend
all voters wear masks.

1

On election day.
9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

2

During advance voting.
Oct. 20 to 24, Noon to 8 p.m. each day

3

Vote by mail. Apply now! Deadline
for applications is Oct. 15.

Like your local grocery store, we’re
providing our workers with masks,
sanitizer, and clear dividers from voters.
Physical distancing of
2 metres in place.

2 metres
6 feet

Advance
Voting

Take advantage of Vote by Mail or avoid lineups when
they are most likely – when polls first open, around
noon and at supper time. Mid-morning or afternoon are
usually quieter at the polls.
If voting in
person, bring
your ID.

Find out more at www.elections.sk.ca
or call 1-877-958-8683.

Saskatchewan Seniors Mechanism
112-2001 Cornwall Street
Regina, SK S4P 3X9
Ph: 306-359-9956
www.skseniorsmechanism.ca
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#VoteSafelySK
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